AFTER WORK
TEAM TRIPLES & BBQ

Gather up three to five people for a fun afternoon of team triples at the US OPEN WATCH PARTY

You will also have the chance to watch the US OPEN Men’s semifinals on the big screen

PLAY FOR A CAUSE

The Tennis Coalition SF champions public tennis in San Francisco by connecting, energizing, and advocating for the tennis playing community.

FRIDAY, SEP 9TH

4 - 6 PM TEAM TRIPLES
6 - 7:30 PM BBQ

GOLDMAN TENNIS CENTER

$1,250 per team

$1,250 per team

a portion of the donation is tax-deductible

This event is a fundraiser for the Tennis Coalition of SF

HOW TO PLAY TEAM TRIPLES?

- Each team consists of 3–5 players. Games are fun and quick-paced with 3 players on each side.
- Team name, uniform and cheers are encouraged.
- Once the ball is fed into play, all players can move anywhere on the court.
- When the point ends, both teams rotate players. There are no restrictions on who can take what shot or where you stand on your side of the court.
- Teams are mixed levels.
- An orange level compression ball is used to level the playing field. Prizes for the top teams, round robin format to allow maximum play time and fun for all.

REGISTER HERE

https://forms.gle/Z42jqvVX2kAVS6

WWW.TENNISCOALITIONSF.ORG